
Students who have stayed at university beyond the minimum required 
years to complete a course of study and have repeated the same grade

”Students who have stayed at university beyond the minimum required years to complete a course of study” mean 
  those who stay over the required attendance period (including a leave of absence) designated by each 

   faculty / graduate school.
”Students who have repeated the same grade” means students who remain at the same grade from the last year. 
The university committee strictly screens their reasons and determines their eligibility for the tuition exemption.     
Kyoto University recognizes that the students have completely unavoidable circumstances, they are not 
considered eligible.
For these applicants, please submit “Reasons for Staying at University Beyond Minimum Years” Form 10 during 
Step 2 Application) period. Even if applied as [Batch] in April, the students who entered in October and will stay 
over two years have to submit this document in the second semester again.

Examples of applicable reasons

Examples of NOT applicable reasons
Category Case examples of students are NOT considered as intended applicants

Illness/Injury Illness (including injuries) caused by act in contravention of laws

Study abroad

Studying abroad for approximately less than half a year
The semester remaining at university beyond minimum required years 

   exceeds study abroad period 
Study abroad without submission of “Request for Approval of Overseas
Travel” form and permission from university

Graduate-school 
doctoral thesis

preparation

Remaining at university beyond minimum required years for more than a year
Unable to complete a thesis due to the applicant’s personal reasons
Thesis preparation except for doctoral thesis

Other reasons

Taking a national exam (the national board of medical examination, the civil
service examination, etc.)
Waiting for employment opportunities
Taking a graduate-school entrance exam
Taking an exam for inter-university or inter-faculty transfer, etc.
Lack of prospects to graduate or pass through within maximum years
The applicant’s personal reasons

Category Case examples of students are considered as intended applicants

Illness / Injury
Long-term medical care
Absence a regular exam due to illness, etc.

Study abroad Course/research have delayed due to study-abroad more than half a year

Graduate-school 
doctoral thesis

preparation

Obviously take a lot of hard work to finish a doctoral thesis due to the theme is 
required to handle huge amounts of analysis and collecting data
However, it is not applicable if the reason is  any of  

  ‘Example of not applicable’ below.)

Other reasons

Childbirth, childcare and nursing for family
Leaving of absence due to respond to a request from government and 

participate public projects (Japan Overseas Cooperation Volunteers, military service, etc.)

Work hard at part-time job to cover school expenses (except international students)

Considered that the students with disabilities require extra attendance period to  
   complete a  course /research
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